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RACE WEEKEND AT THE MONSTER MILE

We can’t wait for engines to refire at Dover Motor Speedway for our latest NASCAR tripleheader 
weekend on April 26-28, featuring the Würth 400, the 106th NASCAR Cup Series race at the  
Monster Mile!

As part of our “More in ‘24” initiative, we are implementing an improved and streamlined   
security screening and gate admission process! Our goal is to always improve the guest experience 
and this year we are taking a big step to deliver upon that promise. Please see highlights below and 
be sure to reference our facility map below or visit DoverMotorSpeedway.com for the latest   
information and details.

SECURITY SCREENING PERIMETER 
We have extended our Security Screening Perimeter more toward the edge of our property. 
There are eight perimeter security gates, including those outside popular locations such as the 
Fan Zone and the Monster Monument at Victory Plaza. You will NOT have to display your ticket 
at these locations. This is the same process as we have always had at the facility — we are  
simply pushing this process out further to enhance security and provide an easier ingress onto 
our property.

ADMISSION SCANNING GATES
All gate numbers remain the same. However, Gates 1, 2, 3 and 19/20 have been extended  
further away from the grandstands to allow more fans to pass through to their specific   
grandstand section while creating a new concourse area, with security checks taking place  
prior to entering the property. You will see more lanes and more staff to scan your mobile  
tickets and improve your experience. And if you need to exit the gates to head back out to   
the Fan Zone, a daily hand stamp will allow you to come and go easily.

SUITE GATE
For our suite guests, there is now a Suite Gate exclusively dedicated for you. This Suite Gate  
(located between Gates 1 & 2) allows quick access to your suite. Prior to entering your suite  
elevator, you will be required to obtain a wristband, making it easy for you to access the suites 
and Fan Zone area throughout the day. The Suite Wristband Redemption tent is located  
adjacent to the Suite Gate. 
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